
Content Optimization with Congree

Authoring assistance is supposed to do what the name promises, namely to assist 

authors in the company in their daily work. The software should neither disrupt existing 

workflows nor constrain the author in his work. 

Congree adapts to your mode of operation and provides unobtrusive background 

assistance in your usual editor. Apart from the possible reuse of existing wording and a 

comprehensive terminology component, the software features a Language Check that is 

based on many years of research and innovative technology.

The installation is uncomplicated and enables your technical writers and other 
authors to quickly get started with Congree. In this way, your enterprise can 
benefit from the following advantages:

 » Comply with corporate language throughout the enterprise and write more comprehensible texts

 » Benefit from learning effects concerning the spelling, grammar, style, and terminology

 » Reuse sentences, reduce error sources, write texts more efficiently 

 » Reduce costs through lower review and translation overhead

 » Adapt Congree to your personal mode of operation to increase the software acceptance

ee

Increase the Quality of  Your Texts with Less Effort



Apart from the spelling and grammar, the rule-based Language Check also checks the 
style. Predefined rule sets cover most application cases; additional company-specific 
rules can be supplemented as needed. 

The connection of third-party components enables access to a wide range of infor-
mation on terminology hits. The terminology component in Congree delivers defini-
tions and usage information on specialized terms – including preferred terms, admitted 
terms, and deprecated terms. 

The Authoring Memory serves as a sentence repository, showing you all text seg-
ments that are similar to your text and that were written and approved in the past. You 
can apply these text segments with a click. New sentences are included in the Author-

ing Memory after they are checked and approved. Congree Data Grooming can help to 

secure and improve the quality of your Authoring Memory.

 

Do you have any questions concerning the software or would like to get a live 
demonstration? 
Send an e-mail to info@congree.com 
Furthermore, please feel free to request information on our additional services.
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